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Introduction
● Greater Manchester Police’s Xcalibre Task Force
● London Metropolitan Police’s Trident Gang Crime
Command
●Nottingham’s Vanguard Police Team
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– Comparative data on gangs and youth violence from:
● Manchester’s Ending Gangs and Youth Violence
(EGYV) problem proﬁle (comparing those on police
gangs lists and those convicted of serious youth
violence oﬀences)
● Data provided by the London Mayor’s Office for
Policing and Crime (MOPAC) (comparing the
profile of individuals recorded in gang accused
cases with those recorded in serious youth violence
accused events)

s,

The research team invested signiﬁcant resources
developing networks in support of requests for oﬃcial data
on gangs and serious youth violence. This included
correspondence and meetings with strategic and data
personnel from organisations including MOPAC, the
National Oﬀender Management Service (NOMs), London
Community Rehabilitation Company, London Serious
Violence Group and Birmingham Reducing Gang Violence
Panel. In the majority of cases such eﬀorts were
unsuccessful, whether due to lack of resources or the
increased fragmentation of cohort data held by diﬀerent
parts of the system.
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Following the publication of Baroness Young’s review
Improving outcomes for young black and/or Muslim men in
the Criminal Justice System in 2014, the Centre for Crime
and Justice Studies commissioned the authors to write a
research and policy project to explore the relationship
between Joint Enterprise, gangs, and the police's gang
database, and ethnicity. This study also forms part of the
authors’ response to a call by the House of Commons
Justice Committee for a rigorous consideration of the
possible relationship between the disproportionate
application of collective punishments/sanctions and in
particular, the Joint Enterprise (JE) upon BAME individuals
and groups.
The ﬁndings oﬀer a critical analysis of contemporary
responses to the ‘gang’, highlighting limitations in the
evidence base that currently informs the pursuit of
collective sanctions against alleged ‘gang’ members and
their associates.
This report reveals the dangerous associations of a
series of negative constructs, signifying racialised
stereotypes that endure and underpin contemporary
policing and prosecution strategies in relation to serious
youth violence in England and Wales.
The net eﬀect of criminal justice policies which are
designed to ‘disrupt’ and ‘end’ the gang, is the
disproportionate punishment of young people from
minority ethnic (particularly black) groups while failing to
adequately curtail levels of serious youth violence across
England and Wales.
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The research question

The key questions for the project were:
– To what extent do ‘gang’ discourses inﬂuence the process of
criminalisation of young Black men?
● What is the relationship between the ‘gang’ and
those convicted of serious youth violence?
● How is the ‘gangs’ discourse used in the process of
prosecution within JE cases?

How we approached the research questions
The following report presents analysis from a range of
oﬃcial data sources, alongside a JE prisoners’ survey and
two JE case studies.

Data sources:
– The ethnic proﬁle of individuals registered on police gang
lists in three locations:

Prisoner survey and case studies
A survey captured the experiences of serving JE prisoners,
exploring the relationship between their experience of
collective punishments and the use of the ‘gangs’ discourse.
In total 550 questionnaires were sent to prisoners in contact
with Joint Enterprise Not Guilty by Association (JENGbA)1
and 241 questionnaires were returned. This survey built on a
previous study conducted by Cardiﬀ University.2
The candid responses and in many cases the in-depth
information captured within the questionnaires provided
qualitative personal accounts of the prosecution process,
and the relationship between the gangs discourse and JE
convictions.
Further, two actual case studies of JE prosecutions from
Birmingham were developed in order to provide a context
to understanding the process of criminalisation. These are
derived from a range of sources and have been included
without commentary in order for readers to form their own
impressions about the prosecution evidence and
sentencing consequences.
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 3
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‘Arguably, such findings challenge the
assumed violent nature of gangs in England,
which has hitherto dominated and provoked
crime control responses to the gang’
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The creation of the Metropolitan Police’s Operation
Trident in 1998, and the establishment of Manchester
Action Against Guns and Gangs (MAAGGs) in 2001,
signal the genesis for dedicated police and criminal justice
teams (‘gun and gang’ units) tasked with managing
coordinated responses to the gang. Importantly, such
teams were initiated in response to a series of high proﬁle
fatalities attributed to the importation and growth in
American style gangs. The ‘gang’ was characterised by
weapon-enabled (gun and knife) criminal behaviour and
the perpetration of serious violence oﬀences. In the
ensuing ﬁfteen years, there has been an increase of CJ
policies enacted to respond to the perceived growth in the
number of gangs in England and Wales.3 Signiﬁcant
investment and CJ practice interventions have continued
apace to support the ‘war on gangs’ which have
consistently been referenced as being responsible for
increased levels of interpersonal violence which pose a
signiﬁcant ‘risk of harm’ to members of the public, within
speciﬁc areas of England and Wales.4 For our purposes,
there is little robust evidence to inform the eﬀectiveness of
gang policy in England and Wales.5 Further, academic and
political debate continues as to the precise deﬁnition and
oﬀending patterns of the gang.6 Despite this, there is an
expansion of a ‘gang industry’ with recent policy and
policing strategies designed to collectively respond to
those identiﬁed as involved or associated with the gang.7

proﬁle’ of young people who had been convicted of a
serious youth violence oﬀence or who were identiﬁed as
being at risk of or involved in gangs.10 It was envisaged
that the proﬁles would identify the personal, social and
crime causative factors that contributed to young people
becoming involved with gangs or committing serious
violence and in turn would inform the development and
design of interventions (for which 50% of the funding was
allocated) to reduce the likelihood of future criminal
behaviour. The resultant analysis provided one of the ﬁrst
opportunities to gather and analyse data from a range of
oﬃcial sources, in order to compare those individuals who
were ﬂagged as involved in ‘gangs’ to the proﬁle of those
convicted of ‘serious youth violence’.11
With reference to the problem proﬁle exercise
undertaken in Manchester, there emerged a number of
distinct diﬀerences on pertinent dimensions, conﬁrming a
clear disconnect between the two groups targeted by the
single EGYV policy. Primarily, diﬀerences emerged in
relation to the age, gender and risk proﬁles of the two
groups. The analysis had found that those identiﬁed as
‘gang’ involved were older, male and surprisingly, assessed
as posing a lower risk of harm, with a reduced likelihood
of reoﬀending. A signiﬁcant proportion (21%) of people
registered to the police ‘gang’ list had no risk assessment
completed, indicating they had never been convicted of a
criminal oﬀence. A further 21% had no record of
conviction within the previous three years. Similarly, the
MOPAC Gangs and Serious Youth Violence report (2014)
indicates that of the 3,495 gang nominals12 in the London
area, ‘only 6% of individuals are assessed as within the
most harmful red category, half of whom are in custody,’
with ‘the majority (57%) currently assessed as within the
lowest (green) status.’13 Arguably, such ﬁndings challenge
the assumed violent nature of gangs in England, which
has hitherto dominated and provoked crime control
responses to the gang.14
Of more signiﬁcance, there were profound diﬀerences in
the geography and home address locations of individuals
ﬂagged as gang-involved and those perpetrating serious
violence. The mapping of postcodes revealed a stark visual
illustration of the diﬀerent neighbourhoods in Manchester
where the two groups resided. Importantly, and to be
developed later in this report, although these areas shared
socio-economic proﬁles (as measured by deprivation
indices), the racial composition of the geographic locations
was diﬀerent. The communities with higher concentrations
of BAME people were more likely to be the areas identiﬁed
by the police and criminal justice partners as having a
‘gang problem’. Since its introduction, the centrally driven
EGYV initiative has been beset with conceptual problems,
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Contemporary responses
to gangs and youth violence
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The Ending Gangs and Youth Violence
(EGYV) policy
The English riots of summer 2011 led to a speedy review
into the growing problem of gangs and gang violence
being established by the then coalition government.8 This
process culminated in the launch of the government’s
EGYV policy, supported in its ﬁrst year of implementation
by signiﬁcant investment, (HM Government).9
We will provide £10 million in Home Oﬃce funding in
2012/13 to support up to 30 local areas to improve the
way mainstream services identify, assess and work with
the young people most at risk of serious violence, with
at least half of this funding going to the non-statutory
sector.
In pursuance of the Home Oﬃce EGYV agenda, Local
Authority areas that could demonstrate the existence of a
‘gang problem’ were funded and commissioned to
undertake secondary data analysis to provide a ‘problem
4 CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES
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‘Despite the development of gang databases
across criminal justice and welfare
agencies there is no objective or reliable
understanding of how many gangs or gang
members exist in England and Wales’

which are further complicated by its attempt to target and
respond to two divergent groups presenting with diﬀerent
characteristics and proﬁles.15 In acknowledging this tension,
the strategic partnership in Greater Manchester noted:
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Despite the need for a more systematic evidence base,
partners are already coming to recognise that youth
violence is linked to, but is not the same as, gang
activity as currently identiﬁed by local agencies in GM
[Greater Manchester]. Whilst serious youth violence and
gang violence can be understood as problems with
many shared characteristics, a large proportion if not
the majority of individuals convicted of youth violence
are not identiﬁed by local agencies as gang involved.
(New Economy, 2013)16

In light of the signiﬁcant investment and the reported
success of the EGYV strategy, the Home Oﬃce has
recently sought to clarify and extend the deﬁnition of the
gang further ‘to make it less prescriptive and more
ﬂexible’. This reconﬁguration of the gang deﬁnition has
been accompanied by legislative changes to widen the
scope for the use of ‘gang injunctions’ and other penal
powers including the use of collective punishment
strategies.19 The most recent manifestation of the trend
towards collective responses to the gang can be found in
the piloting of Operation Shield within the London
boroughs of Haringey, Westminster and Lambeth. The
project will:
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That serious youth violence perpetrators are ‘not
identiﬁed…as gang-involved’ reﬂects the processes and
mechanisms through which the police select, register and
regulate so-called gang-involved people. In the absence of
speciﬁc ‘gang oﬀences’, the police identiﬁcation of
individuals as gang-involved is contingent upon the
reliability of ‘police intelligence’. That is, beyond selfdisclosure, it is the police who determine who is a gangnominal. Albeit that increasingly this process involves a
range of multi agency partners such as Job Centres.
Despite the development of gang databases across
criminal justice and welfare agencies there is no objective
or reliable understanding of how many gangs or gang
members exist in England and Wales. As such, penal
strategies designed to reduce levels of serious violence,
which focus upon the ‘gang’, are likely to be misconceived
and ineﬀective in addressing the levels of serious violence
perpetrated throughout England and Wales.17

[T]arget gangs as a whole (rather than individual
members). This will see every known member of the
gang penalised through a range of civil and criminal
penalties when one gang member commits a violent
crime, such as a stabbing. Any members of the gang
who genuinely want to leave their violent lifestyle
behind will also be helped to do so under the pilot
scheme. (emphases added)20

The (re)emergence of collective punishment
The incursion into the lives of young BAME people
identiﬁed as gang-involved or at risk of gang
involvement occasions an alarming disregard of the
rights of the young people so classiﬁed. [T]he stigmatic
eﬀect of the gang label, the inﬂation of risk and the
imposition of punitive court disposals (disproportionate
sentences and incapacitation strategies) can have a
profound impact in curtailing the life opportunities and
chances for many young BAME people...[T]he
attribution of the label gang has signiﬁcant
implications for those who are so deﬁned, not least in
the new EGYV strategy (HM Government 2011) that
recommends the doubling of sentences for proven gang
members, for instance.18

There is further evidence of ‘Shield tactics’ being
deployed beyond the pilot areas. The Metropolitan Police
have posted letters to the homes of individuals on the
basis of their perceived gang involvement, warning
explicitly of the likelihood of collective punishments such
as JE on the basis of ‘gang’ membership or association
(see letter overleaf).
This extraordinary shift towards the collective
punishment of a group based upon the behaviour of an
individual marks a signiﬁcant development in the State’s
response to the perceived problem of the UK gang. Given
the nature of such strategies, the aforementioned
intelligence processes through which the police and wider
CJ agencies identify and monitor those deemed to be
‘associated’ with the gang member requires urgent
reﬂection. Yet our own previous research involving
interviews with criminal justice and VCS practitioners
conﬁrms that of other ﬁndings, that the processes of
identiﬁcation and association lack transparency and
accountability.21 The use of collective punishment as
employed through the doctrine of JE has signiﬁcantly
advanced since 2004-2005.

The joint enterprise doctrine
Joint Enterprise (JE) is a doctrine of common law which
has been developed by the courts in cases where more
than one person is to be prosecuted for the same oﬀence.
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 5
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comparative analysis between prisoners who were
convicted using the doctrine of JE against those who were
not. What the research found was a number of diﬀerences
suggesting that ‘those convicted under the doctrine are
serving longer tariﬀs, are more likely to consider
themselves to be not guilty of the oﬀence’ and at the time
of the submission, were more likely to be in the process of
appeal.27 In addition, JE prisoners were more likely to feel
that their convictions and sentences lacked legitimacy.
Such sentiments arise due to the absence of ‘procedural
fairness’ and a series of ambiguities related to the ‘moral
legitimacy’ of the doctrine as illustrated below. Moreover,
the Cambridge submission found that the proportion of
Black/Black British people serving custodial sentences for
JE oﬀences is 11 times greater than the proportion of the
general population who are Black/Black British (37.2%
compared to 3.3%).28
The following two case studies (overleaf) reveal the
multiple and complex mechanisms used in the application
of the joint enterprise doctrine in response Black and
minority ethnic men. These case studies were compiled
from oﬃcial legal sources. The ﬁrst is taken from a
Judgment in the Court of Appeal, criminal division, R vs.
Smith and others, as well as Mr Justice Mitting’s
Summing Up of the original trial, provided by JENGbA.
The second case study is taken from a Judgment in the
Court of Appeal, criminal division, Lewis and others vs. R;
Laing and another vs. R.
It is with reference to these two case studies that we
now seek to understand the process through which the
‘gang’ is used as a tool in support of collective
punishments such as JE, and further explain the complex
relationship between the ‘gang’, youth violence and JE
punishments.
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It has emerged as a prosecution tool for the collective
punishment of groups where it can be proved that the
suspects were ‘in it together’. Controversially, it applies
even where the suspects may have played diﬀerent roles
and in many cases, where a suspect was not in the
proximity of the oﬀence committed. Intrinsic to the
application of the doctrine is the principle of ‘common
purpose’ where it is alleged individuals have conspired to
commit a crime together. Moreover, where such a
‘common purpose’ is shown to exist in committing one
crime, all the participants may be held liable for other
crimes committed by one member of the group, even
though they may not have participated in or intended that
the further crime should have been committed. Instead, JE
has been contingent upon police and prosecution teams
demonstrating possible ‘foresight’, that is, establishing
some association between those involved to demonstrate
a shared ‘belief and contemplation’ that the principal
‘oﬀender’ might commit the oﬀence.22
Recent analysis by the Bureau of Investigative
Journalism (BIJ) suggest that at ‘least 1800 and up to 4590’
people have been prosecuted for JE homicide over the
period 2005/2006 and 2012/2013.23 Since 2005, there has
been a marked increase in the use of JE reaching a peak in
2008 when approximately 20 per cent of all homicides
involving four or more defendants were prosecuted as JE.
Critically, this increase in JE has been accompanied by
emerging evidence of the disproportionate application of JE
to particular groups and individuals.24 For example, the BIJ
suggest that ‘people are being drawn into homicide
prosecutions without enough evidence to convict’. This is
particularly so in cases where there are a greater number of
defendants charged with homicide, where it is argued the
CPS are more likely to ‘oﬀer no evidence’ in respect of at
least some of the defendants.25

The application of joint enterprise
I didn’t even know what Joint Enterprise was, when my
QC was trying to explain it to me… all I was saying to
him [was] ‘look, the pathologist said I haven’t touched
this guy, the friends have said I haven’t touched this
guy, so therefore I’m not guilty’. That’s how I thought it
was anyway. But I was wrong, I was wrong.26
This quote appeared in a written submission to the
Justice Committee by academics from the University of
Cambridge. Their ﬁndings derive from a survey of 294
young people serving lengthy sentences, where over half of
respondents were convicted under JE. The study oﬀers
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 7
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Case Study 1 Michael Christie and the murder of Ishfaq Ahmed
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To firm up their case that the group of men
formed an armed gang, the prosecution
intended to call evidence that the
defendants were members of the ‘Johnson
Crew’, an alleged Birmingham gang. The
only direct link between any of the six men
and the Johnson Crew was a tattoo, ‘JC’ on
one of their chests, admitted by that person
to have represented the initials of the gang
when he got it two years before. The judge
said of the gang link in his summing-up:
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Facial mapping experts were brought in to
see if reference images of the defendants
could be matched to the CCTV images.
Neither of the expert witnesses could prove
that Christie was in the footage, nor that
the only other defendant he had links to
was in any of the scenes. In any case, the
experts described the CCTV footage as of
poor quality. Neither Christie nor his friend
were identified by eye witnesses as being
present at the scene of the shooting.
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Evidence of some connections between
some of the defendants mainly revolved
around mobile phone contact between
them in the months leading up to and on
the night of the incident, as well as some
having each other’s numbers in their
phones. These connections were not
denied by the defendants. Connections
could only be shown to exist between three
of the men, and between Christie and a
defendant admitted to be his friend. There
was no evidence presented to demonstrate
that one particular defendant knew any of
the other five.
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The prosecution case against Christie and
his co-defendants was that they were in the
group of 11 men, who together formed an
armed gang acting with the joint purpose of
forcing their way into nightclubs. Although
neither handgun involved in the killing of
Ahmed was ever recovered, and in the
words of the judge, there was ‘no sure
proof’ of the identity of the killer, the
prosecution further argued that each
member of the group must have known
guns were being carried and would be used
with lethal intent if necessary.

There is no evidence in the case of all
other defendants that they belong to the
Johnson Crew, and none in any event
that this incident resulted from Johnson
Crew activity. In their case the Johnson
Crew issue is simply irrelevant and
should be put to one side.
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In December 2005, six black men, including
Michael Christie, were convicted of the
murder of Birmingham doorman Ishfaq
Ahmed and the attempted murder of three
of his colleagues under the common law
doctrine of joint enterprise. 24 year-old
Ahmed was shot and killed in an alleyway
on 20 November 2004, as he tried to stop a
group of 11 men forcing their way via a side
door into the nightclub where he worked.

Cell-site evidence and CCTV footage pieced
together the movements of a group of
around eleven men alleged to include the
defendants, and a ‘convoy’ of cars
belonging to three of the defendants, as
they went around the centre of Birmingham
and to different nightclubs in the early
hours of the Saturday morning when the
shooting took place. Telephone records of a
mobile associated with Christie linked him
to the journeys made by the cars.

8 CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES

Identification/recognition evidence of
Christie in the CCTV images came from a
police officer responsible for supervising
him after his release from prison after
serving half of a 14 year sentence for
attempted murder. The prosecution
adduced Christie’s previous conviction as
‘bad character evidence’.
According to the appeal judgment, the
strength of the case hinged on the
prosecution argument that the
confrontational behaviour of the group
meant that no-one in it could have been
unaware that guns were carried and would
be used with lethal intent if necessary.
Christie, along with the other five men,
was convicted of one count of murder
and three of attempted murder as a
secondary party and sentenced to a
minimum of 30 years in prison.29
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Jermaine Lewis and the Birmingham riots

On the evening of Tuesday 9 August, a
group of 42 mostly black men congregated
outside The Barton Arms pub in the Aston
area of Birmingham. Some of the men
began throwing furniture from the pub into
the A34 road and set the ground floor alight
with petrol bombs. Four different firearms
discharged at least 12 rounds in the
direction of police arriving at the scene and
at the police helicopter capturing events on
CCTV from above.
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Evidence of gang affiliation mainly revolved
around rap videos posted online and
pictures downloaded to the defendants’
phones. These were interpreted by expert
witnesses who were in fact police officers.
They gave accounts of elaborate networks
of, ‘affiliated gangs with their own identities
who were aligned with the Johnson Crew. It
was not alleged that any of the defendants
Lewis could not be identified on any of the
were actually members of the Johnson
CCTV footage as being at the scene. One of Crew. The officers claimed to be able to
his co-defendants, whom he had met on
discern (from police intelligence) gangs
holiday and who had travelled up to
called ‘Shot and Neel’, ‘Goon Squad Army’,
Birmingham, could be identified, but was not ‘Raiders’, and ‘Money over Bitches 19’. They
seen to engage in any acts of violence.
also claimed that some of these gangs
Lewis maintains that he drove his friend and affiliated to the Johnson Crew formed a
his cousin, who was identified as one of the coalition called the ‘Mob Squad’.
gunmen, to the scene and then drove off.
One of the defendants appeared in rap
The prosecution used cell-site evidence to
videos associated with ‘Shot and Neel’ or
allege that phones linked to Lewis, his friend ‘SAN’, a group made up of mainly Asian
and his cousin were in the same general
young men. In August 2011 ‘SAN’ had not
area at around the same times on the
been identified as being a group involved in
evening of 9 August. They then inferred that any specific law-breaking. One of the expert
a break in regular telephone contact
witness police officers claimed that instead,
between the three phones during this period it was made up of ‘wannabes’, or young
meant the men were together throughout
men who aspired to be members of the
the evening.
notorious Johnson Crew.
The prosecution brought the defendants’
previous convictions and various media
reports supposedly demonstrating gang

20
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appearing alongside alleged members of the
Johnson Crew was presented as evidence of
an association between the two gangs.
Members of these affiliated groups were
said by the police officers to have a
hallmark hand gesture known as ‘throwing
the sixes’. This hand signal is given in some
of the rap videos by some of the defendants.
Lyrics referencing ‘gang behaviour’ were
cited by the prosecution. Tattoos with the
initials of some of the gang names were
used as evidence against some of the
defendants.

n

affiliation to the trial. This so-called ‘bad
character evidence’ was intended to show
that the defendants had a propensity to be
involved in violence involving guns, knew
guns were being carried by some members
of the group and would be used with intent
to kill if necessary, and had negative
attitudes towards the police. This enabled
members of the group who did not
personally commit acts of violence to be
convicted of the offences anyway.

Ja

Jermaine Lewis was one of a group of
young black men convicted of riot,
possession of a firearm with intent to
endanger life, and arson being reckless as
to whether life was endangered, for an
incident in Birmingham which occurred
during the August 2011 disturbances in
cities across the UK.

25

Case Study 2

Evidence was adduced linking some of the
defendants with the ‘Raiders’. A music video
featuring alleged members of the Raiders

Lewis appeared in a video called
‘Gangbusters R Us’ together with his cousin
who was identified as one of the gunmen in
the trial. The judgement from Lewis’ failed
appeal states, ‘although his role was less
prominent, Lewis did spend much of the
video in close proximity to [his cousin]’. One
lyric refers to a ‘0.44’ and ‘Phantom’ (Lewis’
nickname, or as the prosecution referred to
it, his ‘street-name’). When this lyric comes
up in the video, Lewis mimics a shooting
action. On Lewis’ phone, a downloaded
picture of the emblem of the ‘Raiders’ along
with the word ‘menace’ was found.
Downloaded pictures of guns were also on
his phone, as well as one of a hooded man
pointing a handgun.
In Lewis’ appeal it states, ‘[he] had no
significant criminal history but…he was an
active member of the ‘Raiders’ gang which
had used firearms in the past. The video
material and that from his phone
demonstrated his attitudes to guns and the
police. It was pointed out, on his behalf, that
he did not have any gun or use any gun.’
Lewis received a sentence of 23 years in
prison.

CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 9
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Chart 1: Gang membership by ethnicity
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Chart 1 illustrates the ethnic proﬁle of those registered to
the police gangs lists within three geographic locations.
The Manchester data gathered from the Xcalibre Task Force
as part of the Manchester EGYV problem proﬁle developed
in 2012/2013 is presented alongside the analysis by Bridges
(2015) drawn from a FoI request examining the ethnic
composition of the Metropolitan Police’s Trident ‘Gang
Matrix’. This found that, similar to Manchester, the vast
majority (87%) of nominals on the Metropolitan Police’s
‘gang matrix’ were Black, Asian or minority ethnic.30
Furthermore, data from Nottingham reﬂects that the
police’s Vanguard team also identify 64% of Urban Street
Gang members (USGs) as being from a minority ethnic
background, against 36% who were categorised as ‘white’.31
It is clear that the gang label is disproportionately
attributed to BAME people, when compared to both the
size of the BAME populations within each of the cities

s,

The ethnic proﬁle of the gang: data analysis in
Manchester, London and Nottingham

presented and the numbers of white British people ﬂagged
or registered as involved with gangs. From Manchester,
through to Nottingham and London, the gang construct is
racialised to Black and Brown men. Placing this data in
context, narratives regarding the creation of police team’s
such as Xcalibre, Trident and Stealth reveal how the
response to ‘gangs’ was racialised from their inception.
The Metropolitan police’s Trident unit, like Xcalibre in
Manchester, was conceived as being a response to ‘black
on black crime’ within BAME communities. They were
established on the basis that the police perceived that they
were unable to engage with ‘communities’ in their
response to violent crime.32 Yet, the gang databases
created by such police units have a policy and operational
signiﬁcance that develops over time, potentially failing to
respond to the changing nature of the deﬁned problem.
This is revealed in Manchester, where the signiﬁcant
reduction in the levels of ‘gang related’ ﬁrearms
discharges and fatalities (between 2004/2005 and
2012/2013) has not been accompanied by a reduction in
the resourcing of gang units. Paradoxically, the reduction
in ‘gang-related’ ﬁrearms discharges and fatalities has
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Research ﬁndings
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Sources: Office of National Statistics, Census 2011: Manchester City Council (2015), 'Manchester Factsheet. Public Intelligence (PRI)', Chief Executive’s Department (2014 Mid-year Estimate of
Population), date accessed, 6th January 2016; Nottingham Insight (2012), 'Population by Ethnic Group (2011 Census) Nottingham City', Nottingham County Council, www.nottinghaminsight.org.uk/
f/85976/Library/Community-and-Living/Population-and-Migration/Ethnicity/) date accessed 6 January 2016; GLA Intelligence (2014), 'London Borough Estimates'. Opinion Research and
General Statistics (GLA). http://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/london-borough-profiles/resource/80647ce7-14f3-4e31-b1cd-d5f7ea3553be date accessed 6 January 2016.
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If these police ‘gang’ lists increasingly fail to map onto
serious youth violence incidents in the same location, we
cannot assume that their construction is an objective
response to violence occurring within particular
communities. As established earlier, the value of the initial
problem proﬁle in Manchester is the revelation that the
‘gang’ and youth violence cohorts were distinct. The analysis
illustrated a stark disconnect between the two groups, and
pointed to the signiﬁcance of ‘race’ and ethnicity in explaining
this disconnect. It has not been possible to conduct a similar
matching of individualised data of persons registered on the

25

Comparative analysis of gang and serious
youth violence cohorts

Metropolitan Police’s ‘Gang Matrix’. Aggregate data obtained
from MOPAC provides a comparison of the pan-London
ethnic proﬁles of individuals accused of involvement in those
ﬂagged as gang related oﬀences, with those accused of
involvement in serious youth violence over a given period
(not speciﬁed in the data returned). The information for
Manchester and London are presented in the charts below,
reﬂecting that whilst each police area develops diﬀerent
recording practices and timescales, the data displays
consistent features in respect of ethnicity.
Therefore, within Manchester and London as illustrated
through charts 2 and 3 below, it is BAME people who are
overwhelmingly identiﬁed and registered to ‘gangs’ lists,
although they make up a much smaller proportions of
those perpetuating youth violence.
There is a danger that the representation of ‘race’ and
ethnicity to BAME may conceal the attribution of the

s,

been accompanied by an increase in the number of
(police) reported gangs.33
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Chart 2: Gang and serious youth violence cohorts by ethnicity for the Manchester area – BAME and ‘white’ groupings
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Chart 3: Gang and serious youth violence cohorts by ethnicity for the London area – BAME and ‘white’ groupings
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‘These findings provide an opportunity
through which we can begin to consider the
problematic nature of the 'gang' and its use as
a resource to criminalise racialised groups’

Gangs discourse: its relationship to the
collective punishments of joint enterprise
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The third and ﬁnal section of this study focuses on the
relationship between the discourse of the gang and its use
in collective punishment in JE cases. Here data derived
from the JENGbA prisoners’ survey will be analysed. We
will explore how far there is further evidence of ethnic
disproportionality in the impact of JE sentencing as shown
by the survey responses of prisoners themselves.
Figure 1 (on the next page) conﬁrms the broad
geographical origins of the survey respondents, suggesting
that the practices of JE prosecution they had experienced
were widespread.
Over half of all respondents (53.1%) self-disclosed as
belonging to a BAME group and 45.6% self-disclosed as
‘white British’. Placing this sample in context, the majority

ur

‘gang’ label to speciﬁc BAME groups. Further analysis
below reveals that the ‘gang’ label is particularised to the
‘Black’ group - those categorised as belonging to the
‘Black British’, ‘Black Caribbean’, ‘Black African’ and/or
‘Black Mixed’ groups.
Charts 4 to 5 demonstrate that where the ‘Black only’
group is compared to ‘non-Black’ groups (including ‘White’
individuals and those classiﬁed in the police data as being
from other minority ethnic groups) we can conclude that
the gang label is particularly attributed to Black men, whilst
a signiﬁcantly reduced proportion of Black individuals are
located within the serious youth violence cohorts. These
ﬁndings, focusing as they do on young ‘Black British’,
‘Black Caribbean’, ‘Black African’ and ‘Black Mixed’ men,
provide an opportunity through which we can begin to
consider the problematic nature of the ‘gang’ and its use as
a resource to criminalise racialised groups.
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Chart 4: Gang and serious youth violence cohorts by ethnicity for the Manchester area – ‘Black’ only and ‘All non-black’ groupings
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Chart 5: Gang and serious youth violence cohorts by ethnicity for the London area – ‘Black’ only and ‘All non-black’ Groupings
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73%

All Non
Black
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Figure 1: Number of JE questionnaire responses by Police area
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of the prison population of England and Wales selfdisclose as white British (74%) with 18% of the prison
population identiﬁed as belonging to a BAME group. The
survey population having been drawn from individuals

engaged with JENGbA implies that respondents are people
impacted by JE and motivated to communicate about its
implications. Even if it is accepted that the population
associated with JENGbA is motivated to question their
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Chart 6: Age profile of JE prisoners
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It is noteworthy that 53 young people were
serving sentences greater than 20 years in
length, including ten young adult prisoners
serving JE sentences of over 30 years

emergence of JE in the prosecution of murder oﬀences.36
We found that the BAME group were serving longer
sentences on average (22.3 years) when compared to the
white group (19.6 years).
Almost half of respondents (48%) were under 25 years
of age. This younger group were on average serving
sentences of 20 years. It is noteworthy that 53 young people
were serving sentences greater than 20 years in length,
including ten young adult prisoners serving JE sentences of
over 30 years. For those prisoners aged 17 years of age and
under (n=21) the average prison sentence was 14 years,
with one individual serving a sentence of 26 years in
length. Given the contested nature of JE, these severe
punishments for young people must be cause for alarm.
An oft-cited merit of JE is its capacity to secure multiple
convictions of individuals for the same oﬀence, despite
their level of involvement or their role. Within our sample,
the average number of co-defendants prosecuted for each
case was four, rising to a maximum of 26 individuals. We
can therefore calculate that upwards of 600 individuals are
implicated in the JE oﬀences for the prisoners within our
sample.37 It is notable that BAME prisoners had on
average 4.11 co-defendants compared to a ﬁgure of 3.19 for
white British prisoners.
The cumulative eﬀects of JE prosecutions, and the
consequent criminalisation and detention of so many
prisoners, stretches far beyond the individual. Whole
families and communities suﬀer when an individual is
imprisoned for such extended periods, especially when in
many cases there remain questions regarding the
legitimacy of the conviction. The extensive literature on the
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sentence, it would be remarkable if there was such an
ethnic disproportion in this motivation: why should white
British prisoners be any less concerned? It is more likely
that the proﬁle of survey respondents therefore
demonstrates the disparity in the use of JE against BAME
people. Our ﬁndings replicate a study undertaken by the
Institute of Criminology at the University of Cambridge
which found that of young people serving lengthy prison
sentences, for those convicted under JE, 38.5% were white
as compared with 57.4% who were BAME (37.7%
Black/Black British, 4.7% Asian and 15.5% mixed race).34
Chart 6 reﬂects that those JE prisoners who identify as
Black, Asian or minority ethnic are signiﬁcantly younger
than their white counterparts.
All but ten individuals (4%) are serving JE sentences for
murder, with this very small remainder imprisoned for
GBH (Section 18) and other violent oﬀences. The criminal
histories of the prisoners are extremely varied. Nearly one
quarter (23%) of the prisoners report having no previous
convictions.
Three-quarters of the sample are serving prison
sentences greater than 15 years, with all sentences in this
survey ranging between 3 and 37 years.35 It has been
argued elsewhere that there has been an increase in
sentence lengths for serious oﬀences due to both
legislative changes on minimum sentences and the
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We found that the BAME group were
serving longer sentences on average

Chart 7: JE prisoners reporting the gang being invoked at trial by ethnicity
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Within our sample, the average number of
co-defendants prosecuted for each case
was four, rising to a maximum of 26
individuals

Whole families and communities suffer
when an individual is imprisoned for such
extended periods, especially when in many
cases there remain questions regarding the
legitimacy of the conviction

20
16

‘pains of imprisonment’ attest to the debilitating ﬁnancial
and emotional eﬀects of imprisonment upon both family
members and the incarcerated individual.38 Our sample of
prisoners further reveals the signiﬁcant number of loved
ones also ‘serving time’ with most prisoners reporting
having dependents, either children (38%) or adult (38%).
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the use of a ‘gangs’ discourse in court for the prosecution
of JE cases for Black, Asian and minority ethnic
individuals.
Thus in JE cases where gangs were introduced within
the court arena, 69% involved BAME prisoners and 30%
white British prisoners.
Indeed, over three quarters of the whole BAME group
(78.9%) reported that ‘gangs’ were introduced within the
court arena. Comparatively, 38.5% of the ‘White’ group
acknowledged the use of the ‘gang’ within the court arena.
This ﬁnding provides new evidence to the hitherto
anecdotal belief that the ‘’gang’’ is statistically more likely
to be employed in JE cases involving young BAME men.40
For the overwhelming majority (97%) of those reporting
that ‘gangs’ were introduced at their trial the gang label
was contested and dismissed as untrue, a ‘made up’
feature of the prosecution’s argument. These quotes begin
to illustrate the contested nature of the ‘gang’ discourse.
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Hitherto we have sought to establish the problematic
nature of the construct of the ‘gang’, and found further
evidence to support the emerging concern of a racialised
application of JE. It is claimed that there has emerged a
powerful discourse that stereotypically associates young
BAME people with violent criminal and problematic
behaviours.39 According to the Young Review, it is such
attitudes that contribute to the perennial overrepresentation of BAME people throughout the criminal
justice system of England and Wales. Moreover, as
suggested by Dr Ben Crewe of the Institute of Criminology
at the University of Cambridge in evidence to the Justice
Select Committee:

s,

The ‘gang’ as a prosecution resource in joint
enterprise cases
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… there were probably two main reasons for the
disproportionate impact of joint enterprise on young
Black men, the ﬁrst being that “BME men may be overrepresented in the kinds of communities where young
men typically hang around in groups that are labelled
by outsiders as gangs” and the second that “an
association may exist unconsciously in the minds of the
police, prosecutors and juries between being a young
ethnic minority male and being in a gang, and therefore
being involved in forms of urban violence”
A key concern then for the remainder of this report is
the extent to which the ‘gang’ discourse and application of
JE are associated phenomena. Speciﬁcally how is the
concept of the ‘gang’ deployed in the context of policing?
And does prosecution result in the disproportionate
application of JE to young Black men?
To this end, JE prisoners were asked to reﬂect upon
whether the term ‘gang’ was raised during their court
cases. In response, 59% of the sample indicated that the
‘gang’ was cited, while 31% said the term was not used in
their case. A further 7.5% of prisoners ‘did not know’ were
‘unsure’ or ‘could not remember’ if ‘gang’ terminology was
used. Of signiﬁcance, only ﬁve prisoners within the sample
disclosed as being a gang-member. With this in mind, the
following evidences the signiﬁcant relationship between

‘I have never been in a gang. I was a family man who
had a good job.’
‘No, I have never been in a gang and I have no previous
convictions of being in a gang and there is no proof that
I am in a gang. It’s all made up.’
‘Do not agree. I was the only female, I was a mother
studying to be a midwife. My partner was an electrician,
we had a life, we did not ‘’hang around’’ with anyone.’
‘I was not a gang member. The oﬀence was not preplanned, it was spontaneous. I know both of the
intended victims and I had and do not have any conﬂict
with them.’
In some instances, respondents acknowledged historic
involvement or understood the application of the term
‘gang member’, but deny its relevance to themselves.
Most challenged the prosecution statements of a
relationship between ‘gangs’ and the oﬀence committed.
This was evident through attempts to clarify the nature
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 15
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‘I was the only female, I was a mother
studying to be a midwife. My partner was
an electrician, we had a life, we did not
‘’hang around’’ with anyone’

and context of their association with their co-defendants.
For example, some prisoners disclose childhood,
friendship or familial relationships but categorically state
that these were not gangs.

In the Christie case study, there was one defendant for
whom no evidence had been presented that he knew the
other ﬁve co-defendants with whom he received a
minimum sentence of 30 years, on the basis of this
approach to establishing possible foresight. Similarly, we
found that a number of prisoners responding to the
questionnaire did not personally know some or all of their
co-defendants or other secondary parties, with whom they
were alleged to have committed the oﬀence.

20
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‘I don’t agree with the prosecution constantly using the
word gang because we were not a gang. One was a
friend and the other my customer.’
‘I disagree with this description. This is because only
[two] people out of the group of nine I was in were gang
members. I have never classed myself as a gang
member.’

Ja
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‘They said we were a drugs gang but I only knew one of
my [co-defendants].’

25

‘I didn’t even know the alleged shooter before my arrest.
No link to him whatsoever.’

‘I went to prison at 18 and got out at 23 for robbery and
during that time I realised the so-called gang wasn’t
what I thought it to be. You ﬁnd out who’s your real
friends when you go jail. So when I got out I was no
longer involved.’
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‘We were just friends, normal working teenagers.’
‘The prosecution and the judge said me and my
[co-defendant] (principle) oﬀend together.’
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‘I was brought up with the same group of people
through school to holidays with family, we were very
close and always together so the prosecution found it
easy to call us gang members.’
‘One of my [co-defendants] was an active ‘gang
member’ but I was not. I was a friend of a gang
member so I was also judged to be a gang member.’
‘There was no gang, it was just two people from the
same area.’
‘I don’t agree as we’re just neighbours! I have a little
bond with the brothers as they helped me out in school
from bullies, etc., and one was going out with my cousin
for a short period.’
‘My 3 [co-defendants] I grew up with and that is what
the prosecution described as a gang. We were friends.’
‘To me a gang is a group of mates but the prosecutor
made it sound as if we are a gang walking around with
weapons protecting the area.’
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The multiple accounts captured represent diﬀerent
individual JE cases, yet the similarity in the experience and
the language used to describe the reality reﬂects a striking
commonality. These accounts begin to reveal how the
ethnically imbalanced discourse of the gang emerges in JE
cases, yet is a discourse that remains contested by
individual prisoners.
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‘We are a group of young lads who smoke weed and
fuck around, and we get labelled a gang!’

‘We knew each other from school and two of my
[co-defendants] I’d never met.’

Use of the ‘gang’ discourse in court
In light of the clear limitations and the imprecise nature of
both academic and policy deﬁnitions of the ‘gang’
established in the ﬁrst half of this report, the problematic
application of the ‘gang’ discourse as a prosecution
strategy is reliant upon a ‘common-sense’, racialised and
stereotypical discourse that links BAME men with an
involvement with gangs, drugs and violence. This strategy
is illustrated clearly by the Christie case study, where such
claims to the aﬃliation of a local ‘gang’ are dismissed by
the Judge in his summing up of the case. Yet by this stage
the inference is made and the signiﬁers have arguably
taken eﬀect. The repeated use of such narratives was
revealed in the questionnaire responses from the JE
prisoners.
Populist signiﬁers included the use of synonymous
‘gang’ names’:
‘They said we was Gooch, but I ain’t no Gooch member
and I wasn’t even there.’
‘Apparently we were all Gooch’

16 CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES
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‘Just because we are from the same area
and are of a certain colour does not make
us a gang’

‘Burger Bar Boys’
‘Kray Twins’

20
16

Frequently, language is used to elicit images of streetbased or violent collectives such as ‘crew’, ‘hoodlums’,
‘click’, ‘soldiers’, ‘troops’ or ‘posse’:
‘A group of young hoodlums’
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‘Just because we are from the same area and are of a
certain colour does not make us a gang’
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‘St Anns where we are from has this reputation. The
term ‘St Anns’ was used to group us together’
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The ultimate signiﬁer used in six diﬀerent cases to
group the accused was to dehumanise:
‘Animals baying for blood’
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‘A pack of animals’
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Making association(s) – establishing possible
‘foresight’

ur

In some cases, there was reference to a particular
racialised neighbourhood, or more broad references to
geography such as ‘turf’ or ‘territory’ often associated with
drug dealing, again conjuring the popular discourse of
‘gangs’:
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‘Telling the Jury I sent out my soldiers for revenge’

‘A pack of wolves’

prosecution argues that each defendant ‘must have known’
what was going to happen. Establishing foresight therefore
requires prosecution teams to present evidence of a
connection, relationship or association between codefendants as a driver to their group oﬀending. Crucially
then, there is a need to further unpick the strategies used
to make associations which link the principal and
secondary parties in order to secure JE convictions. Within
the questionnaires we found a series of repeatedly reported
mechanisms, adopted to demonstrate relationships
between individuals (principles and secondary parties) and
in this way ‘place’ (be it virtual or physical) the individual at
the scene. The questionnaires reveal how diﬀerent
strategies are adopted for diﬀerent groups.

What emerges then are a number of linguistic cues and
signiﬁers, which serve to link the accused to the construct of
the ‘gang’ and thus neatly demonstrates common purpose.
For example, in the Lewis case study the police were called
as experts and provided an account of elaborate networks of
‘gangs’ and rather than being used to clearly establish the
membership of the defendant, this narrative served as a
‘backstory’ to the event. In addition, a number of (criminal)
behaviours were routinely inferred to prosecute JE cases. For
example, the above reference to ‘drug dealing’ and ‘turf
wars’ presents a powerful signiﬁer precisely related to the
stereotypical construct of the Black gang.
The successful prosecution of JE cases necessitates a
demonstration of possible ‘foresight’ - that other
(secondary) parties could have predicted the committal of
the eventual oﬀence. As in the Christie case study where
there was ‘no sure proof’ of the identity of the killer, the

Chart 8 reﬂects the 144 JE cases where respondents
conﬁrmed that the gang was invoked at trial, examining the
relationship between ethnicity and the type of evidence used
at trial. This information reveals personal accounts regarding
the evidence provided by the prosecution, in some cases
drawing on expert witnesses including police oﬃcers, face
mapping and cell-site analysts. These strategies are also all
evident in the two case studies presented of Michael Christie
and Jermaine Lewis. This evidence, used to create an
association, is a key step in connecting the individual to the
event and establishing possible ‘foresight’.
This report is particularly concerned with the
disproportionate impact of JE upon BAME groups,
importantly then the processes and strategies through
which association or common purpose is established
show diﬀerences between the BAME and white group.
White prisoners were almost twice as likely to express that
whilst the gang had been invoked at the trial there was ‘no
evidence’ brought by the prosecution to demonstrate
association (32% vs. 17%).
A number of sources which we classify here as ‘police
intelligence’ such as CCTV, Stop and Search information, and
telephone and text messages ‘cell site’ data, was used to track
the movements of individuals and construct their associations
or proximity to the event or individuals at the event. Such
methods were reported as having been used in half of cases
involving BAME prisoners, compared to their use in just one
quarter of white cases. As illustrated in the case studies the
cell site evidence is used to both establish connection and
piece together the movements of the defendants. In the Lewis
case, even when there is an absence of cell site data this was
still used to infer the movements of the group.
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 17
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‘A range of assumed negative sub-cultural
traits are called upon by the prosecution ...
so even where there is no significant
evidence of criminal history the inference
of a criminal character is drawn.’
Chart 8: Evidence used to establish ‘foresight’ by ethnicity (percentage responses)41
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Further, prosecution teams were reported as being
more likely to appropriate discourses of ‘gang insignia’
(tattoos, colours and gang names) and music videos or
lyrics, particularly ‘hip hop’ and ‘rap’ genres, as a way of
building a JE case against BAME prisoners. Such strategies
were used in 11% of BAME cases, compared to less than
2% of cases of white prisoner cases. The Lewis case
provides a clear example of how a range of assumed
negative sub-cultural traits are called upon by the
prosecution. In this case, such characteristics were then
coupled with reference to negative attitudes to the police
and bad character, so even where there is no signiﬁcant
evidence of criminal history the inference of a criminal
character is drawn. For white prisoners relationships with
friends were more likely to be cited to make associations
(27% of cases involving white prisoners, compared to 11%
of BAME prisoners). Arguably, the ‘friend’ link is less likely
to be disputed, which may then explain the reduced use of
elaborate methods and intelligence to prosecute JE cases
against white prisoners.
The case studies further reveal the lengths to which
criminal justice system (CJS) protagonists deploy new
technologies in some instances, to ‘place’ the individual at
the scene or in contact with others at the time of the
oﬀence. In Michael Christie’s case, a number of face
mapping experts were called on as prosecution witnesses,
yet none could prove that Christie was at the scene.
18 CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES
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Similarly, in the case of Jermaine Lewis, the defendant
maintains that he drove away from the scene, and no
evidence was presented to the court which categorically
proved that he was at the scene as events unfolded. We
found that 45% of our sample reported not to have been
at the scene of the oﬀence. That there are people serving
long custodial sentences for oﬀences, which may have
occurred in their absence, is perhaps one of the most
noteworthy features of these JE convictions.
They have cellsite evidence going back months before
the incident and I am never with my [co-defendant] and
I don’t have the number or have been in contact with
the other co-accused. This defeats the purpose of being
a stereotypical gang they tried to sell to the jury.
There was only a slight diﬀerence in proximity ﬁgures
between the white (42%) and BAME (47%) groups who
reported not being present at the crime scene.

Placing the individual at the scene
Examining the self-report narratives from the prisoners,
individuals were particularly candid in their responses to
JENGbA’s questionnaire. Their accounts allows us to see
from their perspective if or how the basis for an
association to the crime was constructed. There were
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45% of individuals said they were not at
the scene of the crime for which they
were convicted
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and of those who have been assessed by criminal justice
professionals as posing minimal risk further demonstrates
the unreliable use of the gang label. Remarkably, a
Freedom of Information request undertaken for this
project revealed that Job Centres pan-London have
registered almost four thousand (3,934) of their clients
with a ‘gang’ ﬂag (as ‘being in a gang or at risk of gang
involvement’). Yet we cannot unearth and examine the
tensions underlying such attributions, as the processes
driving them remain hidden.
Beyond these deﬁnitional challenges, there are also
diﬃculties in requesting and receiving data with suﬃcient
contextual understanding of the process through which
the data has been collated (by who and driven by what
judgement or understanding) and the time or geographical
parameters that they cover. Multiple organisations, both
local criminal justice agencies and centrally placed
analytical teams, hold information on diﬀerent ‘cohorts’.
For example, some capture data on the ‘accused’, whilst
other on those ‘convicted’, and in the probation context
convicted groups are now split into the regional National
Probation Service and the local Community Rehabilitation
Companies. With central teams lacking the resource to
extract data, and local team holding only a partial picture,
the ability to undertake analysis that is reliably connected
to place and time is challenging. The strength of the
Manchester Problem Proﬁle data was the ability to access
individual level data which enabled precise data merging,
manipulation and analysis to take place.
A similar lack of access to data informed by clear and
transparent deﬁnitions inhibits our ability to examine the
application of JE, whether at charge or conviction. In the
interests of challenging the application of the doctrine
there is an urgent need for the publication of oﬃcial data
on the charge and prosecution processes for JE cases.
Given the ﬁndings of this report, this information must
also include the demographic proﬁles of those people
subject to JE prosecutions.
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cases where individuals conﬁrm they were at the scene at
the time of the oﬀence. Yet 45% (n=100) of individuals
said they were not at the scene of the crime for which they
were convicted. Of those saying they were not at the
scene, the overwhelming majority (70%) also reported
they had no contact with co-defendants ahead of or during
the events.
Further, the data reveals some important diﬀerences
between the types of evidence used to support the
invocation of the gang for those either ‘at the scene’ or ‘not
at the scene’. In the case of individuals who were at the
scene there was a higher proportion of cases where no
evidence was presented to support the gang discourse.
However, those cases where evidence included gang
insignia, music videos or telephone / text evidence the
individual was more likely to report not being at the scene,
hence, the use of the gangs discourse potentially required
more elaborate link making between the individual and the
event. JE simplistically, yet powerfully, draws upon ﬂuid
connections between individuals to demonstrate the
‘common purpose’ of the principal and secondary parties in
a case. Our ﬁndings demonstrate that JE allows prosecution
teams to construct associations, which in some cases
transcend the individual’s proximity to the oﬀence.
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This research project sought to examine the extent to
which ‘gang’ discourses inﬂuence processes of
criminalisation for BAME individuals. Prior to presenting
the substantive ﬁndings from this report, it is necessary to
acknowledge the wider context within which the data
presented has been both collected and understood.

Challenging to the strategic silence
The understanding presented has been inhibited by a
number of obstacles which exist in relation to the oﬃcial
data sources capturing information on ‘gangs’ and JE.
Data protection, data-monitoring and data ownership
issues all pose organisational barriers to accessing that
information which would inform our understanding of the
complex relationships between ‘race’, ethnicity and
collective punishment.
Central to the barriers are the lack of transparent
deﬁnitions and an absence of accountability in the
attribution of the gang-label and particularly the
identiﬁcation, registration and deregistration of people to
police ‘gang lists’. The inclusion of individuals in both
London and Manchester who have no proven convictions

Summary of the key ﬁndings
The key ﬁndings from the analysis will now be summarised
in relation to the research questions identiﬁed at the
outset of the project.
What is the relationship between the ‘gang’ and those
convicted of serious youth violence?
Finding 1: The ethnic proﬁle of those identiﬁed on police
data lists as ‘gang nominals’ in Manchester,
CENTRE FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES 19
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reveal in detail the reality of the relationships
between individuals and their co-defendants, which
in some cases includes no previous contact with or
knowledge of others involved in the case.
Finding 11: The qualitative responses within the
questionnaire reveal the use of a range of powerful
signiﬁers in court. These include reference to
synonymous crime family or gang names, reference
to racialised neighbourhoods and dehumanising
comparisons e.g. to ‘packs of animals’.
Finding 12: The questionnaires point to a number of
diﬀerent evidence strategies used by the prosecution
to ‘place’ the individual at the scene, and thus
establish foresight. With almost half of the
questionnaire respondents reporting not being at the
scene of the oﬀence, such strategies are particularly
relevant in the process of collective punishment.
Finding 13: The data reveals some key diﬀerences in the
mechanisms used by criminal justice protagonists,
with greater use of police intelligence strategies such
as ‘cellsite’ evidence and reference to music lyrics or
videos in the case of BAME defendants.

25

Nottingham and London conﬁrms that this label is
disproportionately applied to young BAME men.
Finding 2: In contrast to this, a comparison of the ethnic
proﬁle of those individuals accused or convicted of
serious youth violence in both Manchester and
London reveals a disconnect between the racial
composition of these individuals and those labelled
as ‘gang involved’ in the same geographic locations.
Finding 3: By grouping individuals diﬀerently according to
ethnicity, focusing on young Black British, Black
Caribbean and Black Mixed Race individuals, the
analysis reveals a more stark disproportionality
between those engaging in violence and those
labelled as ‘gang involved’.
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Finding 4: The ethnic proﬁle of the 241 prisoners who
responded to the questionnaire provides support for
the emerging evidence of a disproportionate use of
the JE doctrine against BAME individuals. Further,
the sample indicates that those JE prisoners who
identify as BAME are signiﬁcantly younger than their
white counterparts.
Finding 5: The number of individuals involved in the JE
cases was alarming, on average there were four but
in one case there were 26 co-defendants. This
coupled with the sentence lengths for the JE
prisoners, with almost half of the sample under 25
years old and for these young men an average
sentence length of 20 years, reveals an
intensiﬁcation of collective punishment.
Finding 6: The sample indicates that those individuals who
identify themselves as BAME serve both longer average
sentences and the cases involve a greater number of
co-defendants than their white counterparts.
Finding 7: Fifty-nine percent of the prisoners responding to
the survey reported that ‘gangs’ had been cited by
the prosecution during their court case.
Finding 8: The ‘gangs’ discourse was signiﬁcantly more
likely to be cited in the prosecution of BAME JE
defendants.
Finding 9: Whilst some individuals recognised
connections to their co-defendants, be those through
family or friendship ties, the overwhelming majority
contest that such associations reﬂect ‘gang’
involvement.
Finding 10: The making of associations to establish
foresight is key in cases of JE. The questionnaires
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How is the ‘gangs’ discourse used to support prosecution
within joint enterprise cases?
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Conclusion
[T]oo often groups of Black and Asian men are seen as
‘gangs’, criminalised and then dealt with on this basis,
by the police, in schools, in their communities and on
the streets.42
A persistent feature of the criminal justice practice in
England and Wales is the overrepresentation of BAME
people throughout all agencies of the CJS.43 There remains
an absence of studies to explain the precise processes of
diﬀerential treatment and disproportional practices, which
contribute to this overrepresentation of BAME groups. This
study was undertaken in response to emerging evidence of
the latest representation of this disparity, the use of the JE
doctrine against young BAME people. The above ﬁndings
oﬀer a troubling insight into the complex processes of
criminalisation of young Black men, indicating the system
is more ﬂawed than we might imagine.
However, the prosecution of serious violence through a
‘gang’ construct that appears un-evidenced has the very
real consequence of undermining justice and further
raising the question of procedural (un)fairness with BAME
communities.44 The Young Review further highlights the
continuities in stereotypical and negative assumptions of
young Black and/or Muslim men engaged in extreme
forms of violence. In light of the ambiguous nature of
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‘gang’ deﬁnitions, the lack of transparency in the
attribution of the gang-label and the declared (over)
punishment as deterrence, of those who are deﬁned as
gang-involved or associated with the gang, we believe it
imperative that there are both research and policy
responses to the above ﬁndings.
The Metropolitan Police’s letter to alleged gang members
reproduced on page 6 in this report is the latest, and
perhaps the ultimate conﬂation of the strategies, which
have been the focus of this report – the deployment of both
the ‘gang’ discourse and JE doctrine in the police’s
response to alleged involvement in serious youth violence.45
A serious response to the violence and harm
experienced by individuals and communities is not under
question within this report. However, we conclude that
responding to serious youth violence through the 'gang'
construct is deeply ﬂawed and likely to be unsuccessful.
The perpetration of violence is not aligned to 'race' or
ethnicity in ways that are imagined by the current
strategies deployed to identify, police and prosecute
violent individuals. The ﬁndings point to a need to
examine and respond to the drivers of violence and harm
outside of the contemporary UK 'gangs' discourse.
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